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ART. XII.-A Copy of John Denton's MS. in the
possession of the Earl of Leicester at Holkham.
By CHARLES WARBURTON JAMES.

Communicated at Carlisle, April 6th, 1922.

A BRIEF notice of the finding of this hitherto unre-
corded copy was given in these Transactions for last

year. The volume had lain hidden among a mass of old
papers in a " Japan " chest, whose slumber had been
undisturbed by former librarians. Sir Frederick Madden
had not included it in his great Catalogue of the Holkham
MSS. nor, apparently, was it seen by Mr. Alfred Horwoód,
who visited the MS. Library for the Historical MSS.
Commission.

It seems probable that the volume may have come to
Holkham with  the first Countess of Leicester (Lady
Margaret Tufton), who succeeded to the Barony of Clif-
ford, as representative of the Earls of Cumberland. It
had, perhaps, been once in the hands of someone interested
in the family of Aglionby; for on the recto of the last leaf
there is a marginal scribble, " One of the Aglionbys was
high sheriff of Cumberland in H. 8: reign or Ed. 6, vide
Fullers Wortheys." This must have been written after
1662. And after the account of Warthwick (which suc-
ceeds that of Agillunby), there is a curious pedigree, more
explicit than that given in the MS. edited by Chancellor
Ferguson, which has been corrected and added to by a
later hand.

It has, also, it should seem, been examined by some one
interested in the Brisco family. For their pedigree not
being given in the context, a later hand has transcribed it,
in the margin, as far as " Jo. fil. Willa' an Infant, Ao.
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104^A COPY OF JOHN DENTON'S MS.

1582," adding, " Since this account," Wm fil. Jo : Jo: f.
Willi.; Wm f. Jo'is.

The MS. is Holkham, 759, and will be referred to as H;
Ferguson's edition as F. It is a small quarto, of 228 pp.
numbered, and 6 for Index at the end 7 inches by 5 , the
text measuring 51-- inches. It has been bound in brown
calf, but the leaves are now detached from the binding.
None, however, are wanting. It is written throughout in
a neat 17th century hand, and there are a few marginal
notes in three different hands and inks.

The MS. is entitled " An Account of the County of
Cumberland " and begins as in F. It ends with the
account of Caldbeck, some portions of which must have
been illegible or torn away in the original from which H.
was copied. I do not find its concluding paragraph in F.—

Both the Caldbecks were one entire manor to Alice Romley, by
her death it was divided to 2 sisters children the house of Albe-
marle and the Lucyes. After the time of Albemarle ended, all
fell to the Lucyes who continued that late division after the
Manor . . . . by two Severell Grave Ships or Collectors in
Caldbeck under Fell and Uppeton and accounted as two Severell .

Manors for . .^services. The Wasts were not known
to be divided .

Then follows:
NB. Fouer Leaves in a different character, stiched into the

Originali MSS. referring to Millum.

These leaves amplify the account already given of
Millum, Mulcastre, Carleton and Dregg, and add short
notices of Whitbeck, Butle and Corney, ending [cf. F. p.
17]-

K. Hen. 8th in his House, ordinary and in the feild at ye Seige of
Bullen and Wars in France.

NB. Here ended ye fouer Leays that were stiched in.

H. answers well to the description by Mr, Gilpin [F. p.
vi.] of the original as " imperfect in many places . . .
and the whole confused and without order, so that it
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A COPY OF JOHN DENTON'S MS. I05

seemed to have been only a collection of materials."
Besides " placing the several greater baronies in order,"
and " reducing the places under their several baronies,"
Mr. Gilpin seems to have altered archaisms in the spelling
and frequently to have rounded the sentences to a more
stylish form, but, practically, much the same information
can be extracted from F. and H.

By way of illustrating the different order of the two MSS.
let us take the first zoo pages of H. The geographical
Introduction compares fairly with that of F. But the
account of Egremont Barony is much briefer, the addi-
tional information given in F. being more or less found in
the " Fouer Leaves " at the end of H. A similar order of
parishes is followed in F. and H. till Workington and
Seaton have been described. Then, where F. (p. 34) goes
on to Brigham, etc., H. gives " The Catalogue of the
Barons of Allerdale," beginning " 1. Waldeof the first
Baron of Allerdall and the son of Gospatrick Earl of Dun-
bar in Scotland. To him the Earl Randolph Meschiens
gave the Barony of Allerdall beneath Derwent . . . , "
ending " Anthony succeeded Thomas, he dyed in ye 12th of
Ed. 3d." This Catalogue occupies eleven pages, and cor-
responds mainly to F. pp. 40-45. But the " Catalogue of
the Barons of Graistock " [F. p. 112] occurs here and I
note a curious divergence in the spelling of a well known
name :—" This Barony the Earl Randolph Meschiens gave
to one Syolf, br. to Liuliph." Here a marginal note, in
.a much later hand, adds " and K. H. I confirmed the
same unto Forne the son of the said Siolf or Sinolf,
whose posterity ... "

H. then gives 6 pages to " Burgh Barony Super Sab-
ulones " which corresponds to F. pp. 67-70 ; but instead of
proceeding to Aikton, as F. does, H. goes on to Dalston
(the list of Bishops of Carlisle ending with Henry Robinson
and without date of consecration or death) and Little
Dalston, beginning " Between Burgh Barony and the
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Forest of Englewood," ending, " married Ann Tirrell and
Frances Warcop Inheritours. Georgius filius," [cf. F. pp.
89-93] . Next follow the Barony of Lydell now called Esk,
Sebergham, Levington, Rothcliff and Bothcastre alias
Bewcastle. Here the derivation of the names is thus
explained :-

The Barons of Burgh Barony took upon them to Sumer their
Catie there, and made them Shields and Cabins for their People;
dwelling themselves in Tents and boothes . . . that Castle
wch now is there standing was first called ye Booth-Castle and
after corruptly Bew-castle.

A few pages further on, in the account of Gillsiand, the
derivation is given, as in F., from Beweth-Castle. And so
we turn to Scailby, Gilsland, Linstock by Crosby, Wed-
derall, Bleckhall or Bleckhill, Chorkby, Combquinton, .

Agillunby, Warthwick, Bocherdby and Cardew.
Besides the very different order, there are to be noticed _

in H. certain differences in the article of Pedigrees, and
certain omissions. For instance, I have not found in H.
the paragraph given in F. pp. 131-2, beginning " The King
remitted 18 1i cornage rent," and ending, " see the rest of
the Barons of Gilsland in the title if Burgh, pp. 67-69."
Nor have I found the account of Newby [F. p. 135]. At
the end of Wythope [F. p. 37] H. does not give the
Lowther pedigree: in the account of Embleton[F. p. 39]
the passage " This Orme de Ireby was seated at High .

Ireby " to " right heirs of the first Orme " is omitted.
On the other hand, H. sets out two pedigrees of the

Regny family, which include some Lowthers, one in the -

context, the other in the margin. The latter begins " 33
Hen. 2 Wm Regny," and ends, " Ed. 4 Hugh." The former
has " 33 Hen. 1 " and carries the descent of the Iowthers
after " Ede. 4 Hugh," thus: " H. 8 St. John  V: Eliz : Sr
Richard; Jacobus 1, St Xtopher."

The pedigrees of Hildred Carliell [F. p. 107] which-
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Gilpin says are " crossed out with the same ink with which
they are writ," are given in H. and not crossed out.

The Aglionby pedigree is sufficently curious to be worth
transcribing. It is in the same hand as the text, and must
therefore have been in Denton's original MS., which our
copyist says was before him.

Invertitur I^20 Jacobi*^H. Browham
j ordo^I^Ed. Aglionby fil. Henrici Browham

[fil. H. Browham crossed out, but written again] ;
20 Eliz: Thos. Edward'—fil. Cuthbt Musgrave de Crokedyke
ro Eliz. Johannes—fil. Salkeld de Corkby
20 H. 8. Edward—fil.-
3 Hen. 7. Thomas—Johana fil.

14 Ed. 4. John—Johanna fil. Skelton [Skelton crossed out] ;
3 H. 5. Thomas—Kathrine fil. Skelton

14 Rich. 2. Willm—Maria fil. Alani.
22. 43. Ed. 3. John—^Blenerhasset [Blenerhasset

crossed out]
22. Ed. 3. Adam I—Julian Whitfield

John
[marginal note] again but seems

^Ada - Julia Whitfield
to be mistaken.^John

* Jo. fil. Ed.
Jo. fil. Jo.
Jo. fil. Jo.
Henr. fil. Jo. [this in a later hand].

A pedigree of the family of Leathes, not given in F., has
been written in the margin, in a different hand, as follows: .

Robt de Dunbreton alias Brune dedit Leathes Hen. fra. rm° Ano
Hen. 3. Robe fil. Hen. de le Leathes: Willme, Ed. 3 : Richd, Ric, 2 ;
Robt, Hen. 6; Robe, Ed. 4; Robt, Hen. 7; Edw:, Hen. 8; Robt,
Hen. 8; Lawr Jo: frat. 4 Eliz; Adam, 12 Eliz; Thom: 42 Eliz.;
Christo. Jacob; Thom. 3 Car.

This last entry tends to show, perhaps, that H. may be a
fairly early copy. The same hand has appended to the
account of Fingland a short note about the Brunes: " These
Brunes in a short time became divided into 5 families;
their first seat was at Brunskeugh called also de feritate of
there being so near the waists at brunskeugh. whitrigg,
Leathes and wampool."
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These quotations will serve to show that for any future
Edition of Denton, the Holkham copy will deserve exam-
ination. I have accordingly made a rough collation of it
with Ferguson which I have placed at the disposal of the
Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archæ-
ological Society, in their Cabinet at Tullie House, where
it will be accessible to anyone who cares to look at it.

There are many minor points of difference between the
two copies. E.g. the possessions of Nicholas Harrington
[F. p. 5o] are said to have come to Thomas Denton of
Warnell " by Elenor his wife " : the arms of the Raughton
family are illustrated in the margin [E. p. 108] : Lord
Wharton's arms are given as " a border or with Lyons in
saltire " : in the account of St. Cuthbert's church, Carlisle,
H. reads " at the first foundation of the Church every
Citizen offered a St. Cuthberts penny . . ."

The verbal variae lectiones are, of course, very numerous,
some of them making better sense than the corresponding
readings in F., and others very much the reverse. One
would have pleased Charles Lamb; where it is said of the
people of Caldbeck [F. p. 54] " they suffered the porklins to
run wild," H. has " they kept sheep, cattle, swine and the
Sucking porklins to run wild."

The older spelling makes H. pleasanter to read than
Mr. Gilpin's modernised version. Rennock is Ravenwick,
Outerby is Ughtredby, Senhouse is Senos or Seavenhouse,
Margaret is Mergret, Durham is Duresme, Bittern is Bit-
ture.

May one who is acquainted with the Bitterns of Nor-
folk be permitted to ask whether the inhabitants of
Drumleyning [H. says it is corruptly called Drumlinnin]
know that Denton believed, delightfully, that the o riginal
name of their abode was " The Myre-Dromble-Heyning " ;
whether the Bittern still hauntëth their " myres, boggs,
fens, haggs and Carrs," and do they call her " thund'ring
Voice " a " rombling " ?
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